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Alberta Innovates Priorities
• Embrace the digital future
• Enhance Alberta’s knowledge workforce
• Growth and Development of four core emerging technologies:
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Bio Sector Priorities
• (climate) Smart agriculture knowledge and 

technologies
• Addition of value to agriculture and forestry 

commodities
• Connections between food, health, & the 

environment
• Sustainable land and water management systems 

and resilience to climate change
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Smart Agriculture and Food Innovation
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Why AI?

Technological forces 
that brought AI to life

1. Computing power
2. Digital data boom
3. Better algorithms
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Why AI in Agri-Food?

Projected food demand 
vs. supply
• Population growth
• Fewer resources
• Climate change
• Globalization & trade
• Consumer preferences 
• Sustainability
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What about AI in Agri-Food?
AI provides benefit in ‘digital thinking’
• Data in action
• Data have been gathered and processed (AI)

• ‘sense’ data + analyze data & optimize + implementation

There is a gap in agricultural potential and reality
• What are the real needs of crops and livestock?
• Identify and act accordingly
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What of AI in Agri-Food?
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Process What - examples AI enabling:

Selection e.g., breeding, genetic 
selection

Identification of traits; analysis of 
millions of genes

Assessment e.g., soil nutrients, 
fertility assessment, SaaS

Decision support 

Inputs e.g., disease prediction, 
precision inputs and 
application time

Image recognition

Outputs (i.e., 
harvest)

e.g., optimize harvest 
with robotics

Autonomous machinery



How is AI in Agri-food happening?
Past setbacks and future potential roadblocks
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Applications of AI in Agri-Food
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Breeding (e.g., linking omics to desired traits, etc.)

Producer (e.g., sensors, SaaS, AV, PA, financials, etc.) 

Value-add (e.g., robotics, safety compliance, etc.)

Retail (e.g., demand forecasting, reduce waste, etc.)

Consumer (e.g., apps, chatbots, assurance) 

SCM
(blockchain 
enabled AI 

for 
traceability)



Applications of AI in Agri-Food
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“… Canada is a top destination for businesses to invest, grow and create jobs and 
prosperity for Canadians …. The Strategic Innovation Fund's (SIF) objective is to 
spur innovation for a better Canada …”

Stream 4 : Automation & Digital Technologies in the Agri-food Sector
• Canadian Food Innovators (CFI) – Canadian Food Innovators Network (CFIN)
• Canadian Agri-Food Automation and Intelligence Network (CAAIN)
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WHO?
● 8 core partners, 61 companies

WHAT? BUILDING A NETWORK 
● Automated Technologies Ecosystem
● Data driven Decision Frameworks
● Smart Farm Platform

WHY? ADVANCING THE AGRI-FOOD AND TECHNOLOGY SECTORS
● Productivity and Cost Efficiency
● Premiums and Value addition

CAAIN Overview

Total value of CAAIN= $108.5M à $57M industry + $49.5 ISED



CAAIN Impact

67
as a direct result of CAAIN

Employment as a result of 
CAAIN

275
jobs created as a direct 

result of CAAIN investment

Direct investment, 5 years

investment a result of project 
investment from core partner 
team and open competitions

$1.5b
Estimated 10-year impact

from digital ag-based revenues 
as a result of ISED SIF investment

New businesses created

$57m



Transformative change through opportunities 
for collaboration across the value chain and 
between sectors, creating healthy food for 
healthy people in Canada and globally

Benefits to Canadians

Transformative change through opportunities 
for collaboration across the value chain and 
between sectors, creating healthy food for 
healthy people in Canada and globally
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http://inspirobot.me/

http://inspirobot.me/
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Transformative change through opportunities 
for collaboration across the value chain and 
between sectors, creating healthy food for 
healthy people in Canada and globally

So what?

AI in agri-food is a fast-moving, competitive 
industry. In Canada, we have technical expertise 
and government investment. If it’s going to be 
enough to maintain our position we must continue 
financial and training investments, and work 
together to capitalize on future network effects. 
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THANK YOU

Contact information

Dawn.Trautman@albertainnovates.ca
Twitter: @dawn_trautman

http://albertainnovates.ca

